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Characterizing atmospheric transport pathways to antarctica and the
remote southern ocean using radon-222
Abstract
We discuss remote terrestrial influences on boundary layer air over the Southern Ocean and Antarctica, and
the mechanisms by which they arise, using atmospheric radon observations as a proxy. Our primary
motivation was to enhance the scientific community's ability to understand and quantify the potential effects
of pollution, nutrient or pollen transport from distant land masses to these remote, sparsely instrumented
regions. Seasonal radon characteristics are discussed at 6 stations (Macquarie Island, King Sejong, Neumayer,
Dumont d'Urville, Jang Bogo and Dome Concordia) using 1-4 years of continuous observations. Context is
provided for differences observed between these sites by Southern Ocean radon transects between 45 and
67◦S made by the Research Vessel Investigator. Synoptic transport of continental air within the marine
boundary layer (MBL) dominated radon seasonal cycles in the mid-Southern Ocean site (Macquarie Island).
MBL synoptic transport, tropospheric injection, and Antarctic outflow all contributed to the seasonal cycle at
the sub-Antarctic site (King Sejong). Tropospheric subsidence and injection events delivered terrestrially
influenced air to the Southern Ocean MBL in the vicinity of the circumpolar trough (or "Polar Front").
Katabatic outflow events from Antarctica were observed to modify trace gas and aerosol characteristics of the
MBL 100-200 km off the coast. Radon seasonal cycles at coastal Antarctic sites were dominated by a
combination of local radon sources in summer and subsidence of terrestrially influenced tropospheric air,
whereas those on the Antarctic Plateau were primarily controlled by tropospheric subsidence. Separate
characterization of long-term marine and katabatic flow air masses at Dumont d'Urville revealed monthly
mean differences in summer of up to 5 ppbv in ozone and 0.3 ng m−3 in gaseous elemental mercury. These
differences were largely attributed to chemical processes on the Antarctic Plateau. A comparison of our
observations with some Antarctic radon simulations by global climate models over the past two decades
indicated that: (i) some models overestimate synoptic transport to Antarctica in the MBL, (ii) the seasonality
of the Antarctic ice sheet needs to be better represented in models, (iii) coastal Antarctic radon sources need
to be taken into account, and (iv) the underestimation of radon in subsiding tropospheric air needs to be
investigated.
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We discuss remote terrestrial influences on boundary layer air over the Southern
Ocean and Antarctica, and the mechanisms by which they arise, using atmospheric
radon observations as a proxy. Our primary motivation was to enhance the scientific
community’s ability to understand and quantify the potential effects of pollution, nutrient
or pollen transport from distant land masses to these remote, sparsely instrumented
regions. Seasonal radon characteristics are discussed at 6 stations (Macquarie Island,
King Sejong, Neumayer, Dumont d’Urville, Jang Bogo and Dome Concordia) using
1–4 years of continuous observations. Context is provided for differences observed
between these sites by Southern Ocean radon transects between 45 and 67◦S made by
the Research Vessel Investigator. Synoptic transport of continental air within the marine
boundary layer (MBL) dominated radon seasonal cycles in the mid-Southern Ocean
site (Macquarie Island). MBL synoptic transport, tropospheric injection, and Antarctic
outflow all contributed to the seasonal cycle at the sub-Antarctic site (King Sejong).
Tropospheric subsidence and injection events delivered terrestrially influenced air to
the Southern Ocean MBL in the vicinity of the circumpolar trough (or “Polar Front”).
Katabatic outflow events from Antarctica were observed to modify trace gas and aerosol
characteristics of the MBL 100–200 km off the coast. Radon seasonal cycles at coastal
Antarctic sites were dominated by a combination of local radon sources in summer and
subsidence of terrestrially influenced tropospheric air, whereas those on the Antarctic
Plateau were primarily controlled by tropospheric subsidence. Separate characterization
of long-term marine and katabatic flow air masses at Dumont d’Urville revealed monthly
mean differences in summer of up to 5 ppbv in ozone and 0.3 ng m−3 in gaseous
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elemental mercury. These differences were largely attributed to chemical processes on
the Antarctic Plateau. A comparison of our observations with some Antarctic radon
simulations by global climate models over the past two decades indicated that: (i) some
models overestimate synoptic transport to Antarctica in the MBL, (ii) the seasonality of
the Antarctic ice sheet needs to be better represented in models, (iii) coastal Antarctic
radon sources need to be taken into account, and (iv) the underestimation of radon in
subsiding tropospheric air needs to be investigated.
Keywords: radon, Southern Ocean, Antarctica, atmospheric transport, MBL, troposphere, ozone, mercury
INTRODUCTION
The Southern Hemisphere is currently home to only around
10% of the global population, and non-Antarctic land masses
cover less than 14% of its surface. These factors, combined
with the vast extent of the Southern Ocean and efficient wet
deposition removal within the circumpolar trough, have so
far ensured that Antarctica has remained one of the most
pristine places on earth. However, the presence of artificial
radioactivity following weapons testing (Koide et al., 1979),
the Antarctic ozone hole (Solomon, 1999), and ice core trace
gas analyses (Etheridge et al., 1996), constitute some of the
irrefutable evidence that anthropogenic influences have impacted
this region for many decades. Still, the relatively pristine
Antarctic atmosphere provides a rare opportunity to explore
an approximation of pre-industrial conditions, and its seasonal
meteorological extremes also provide unique opportunities to
explore a range of surface and atmospheric chemical processes
(Crawford et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2001; Eisele et al., 2008; Jones
et al., 2008; Preunkert et al., 2008; Slusher et al., 2010; Angot et al.,
2016c; Legrand et al., 2016).
The crucial role Antarctica plays in global atmospheric and
oceanic circulation is well established, as is the importance of
the expansive Southern Ocean to global climate, atmospheric
composition, and marine life everywhere (Bromwich et al., 1993;
Nicol et al., 2000; Gille, 2002; Manno et al., 2007; Sandrini et al.,
2007; Stavert et al., 2018). Recent investigations have also shown
that Antarctica’s ice sheets, which provide a valuable window
through which to view the past (Jouzel et al., 2007; Brook and
Buizert, 2018), and hold around 70% of the world’s fresh water
(Fox et al., 1994), are particularly susceptible to the influences
of climate change (Turner et al., 2006; DeConto and Pollard,
2016; Rintoul et al., 2018). Consequently, methods to improve the
understanding of transport pathways of terrestrially influenced
air masses (potentially containing pollutants, nutrients, pollen,
etc.) to these remote and changing regions is of multidisciplinary
interest (e.g., Jickells et al., 2005).
While some pollutants and trace atmospheric constituents
found in Antarctic and sub-Antarctic regions are generated
locally (via shipping, research bases, wildlife, volcanic activity
and photochemical processes; Jones et al., 2008; Shirsat and
Graf, 2009; Graf et al., 2010; Bargagli, 2016), the balance of
these species are attributable to remote sources, primarily of
terrestrial origin. Remotely sourced trace gasses and aerosols
travel to Antarctica and the remote Southern Ocean by one of
two pathways (Polian et al., 1986; Krinner et al., 2010; Chambers
et al., 2014, 2017): directly, as a result of synoptic transport
within the marine boundary layer (MBL), or indirectly, as a result
of subsiding or intruding tropospheric air that has experienced
recent continental influences (e.g., through deep convection or
frontal uplift; e.g., Belikov et al., 2013).
While some terrestrial emissions travel great distances to reach
Antarctica (e.g., from the Northern Hemisphere; Mahowald
et al., 1999; Li et al., 2008), the majority of such material is
typically of Southern Hemispheric origin (e.g., Albani et al.,
2012), traveling over timescales and pathways that can be
elucidated by measurements of the radioactive terrestrial tracer
Radon-222 (radon). Having a short half-life (3.82 days) and
an almost exclusively terrestrial source function, this noble gas
provides an unambiguous means of characterizing the degree
of recent terrestrial influence on air masses. In recent decades
improvements in radon measurement technology have enabled
routine detection down to concentrations of 5 – 40 mBq m−3
(e.g., Whittlestone and Zahorowski, 1998; Levin et al., 2002;
Chambers et al., 2014, 2016; Williams and Chambers, 2016;
Chambers and Sheppard, 2017). With detectors of this kind it
is possible to track the movement of terrestrially influenced air
masses over oceans (or in the troposphere) for up to 3 weeks.
Over the past four decades there has been a gradually
expanding international network of continuous atmospheric
radon monitors throughout Antarctica and the Southern Ocean.
The resulting datasets have been highly valuable for “baseline”
(hemispheric background) studies (e.g., Brunke et al., 2004;
Zahorowski et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2016), transport and
mixing studies (Tositti et al., 2002; Pereira et al., 2006; Weller
et al., 2014; Chambers et al., 2014, 2017), and as a tool for the
evaluation of numerical model performance (e.g., Dentener et al.,
1999; Law et al., 2010; van Noije et al., 2014; Locatelli et al., 2015).
Furthermore, an experimental meteorological technique was
recently developed by Chambers et al. (2017) by which Antarctic
air masses could be broadly separated into oceanic, coastal
or katabatic fetch categories. Since many Antarctic research
bases are in coastal locations, and free-tropospheric, Antarctic
Plateau, coastal, and marine air masses have quite distinct
properties, the ability to interpret atmospheric observations
relies heavily on an ability to reliably identify air mass fetch.
While simulated back trajectories have often been employed in
this regard (e.g., Markle et al., 2012; Angot et al., 2016b), a
dearth of supporting observations, the complex topography, and
highly stable atmospheric conditions, pose significant sources of
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simulation error in this region. Combining high quality radon
observations (a proxy for terrestrial influence) with experimental
fetch analyses techniques, stands to add yet another dimension to
interpretations of Antarctic atmospheric observations.
The main aims of this study are: to summarize a collection
of long-term radon observations in Antarctica and the remote
southern ocean (some of which are still ongoing), to introduce
Southern Ocean radon observations from the mobile platform
RV Investigator, and to demonstrate the insight provided by such
observations to transport processes in these remote regions (with
particular emphasis on the circumpolar trough and Antarctic
coast). As brief examples of the potential value to be added to
Antarctic atmospheric research by the datasets and techniques
described in this study, we also show some selected results from
investigations of aerosols (cloud condensation nuclei), carbon
dioxide, ozone and gaseous elemental mercury (GEM, Hg0).
More detailed investigation of these species is beyond the scope
of this study and will be the subject of future investigations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Radon: A Proxy for Recent Terrestrial
Influence on an Air Mass
Radon-222 (radon) is a gaseous decay product of Uranium-
238. Its immediate parent, Radium-226, is ubiquitous in soils
and rocks. Radon is a noble gas, poorly soluble, and radioactive
(t0.5 = 3.82 days), so it does not accumulate in the atmosphere on
greater than synoptic timescales. Its average source function from
unfrozen terrestrial surfaces is relatively well constrained (0.7 –
1.2 atoms cm−2 s−1, Zhang et al., 2011; 1.0–1.25 atoms cm−2
s−1, Griffiths et al., 2010; 0.4–1.0 atoms cm−2 s−1, Karstens et al.,
2015), and 2–3 orders of magnitude greater than that from the
open ocean (Schery and Huang, 2004). Furthermore, on regional
scales radon’s terrestrial source function is not significantly
affected by human activity. This combination of physical
characteristics enables air masses that have been in contact with
terrestrial surfaces to be tracked over the ocean, or within the
troposphere, for 2–3 weeks. Consequently, radon observations
constitute a convenient, economical, and unambiguous indicator
of recent terrestrial influence on air masses. Since the majority
of anthropogenic gaseous and aerosol pollutants are also of
terrestrial origin, high-quality radon observations serve as a
proxy for the ‘pollution potential’ of air masses in remote regions.
The radon concentration of air masses that have been in long-
term equilibrium with the Southern Ocean is typically 30–50
mBq m−3 (e.g., Zahorowski et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2016;
Crawford et al., 2018). Consequently, key requirements of radon
detectors deployed in such remote locations are: a detection
limit of ≤50 mBq m−3, stable absolute calibrations, and low
maintenance.
Radon campaigns of varying duration and temporal resolution
were conducted in and around Antarctica between 1960 and 1990
(see reviews by Polian et al., 1986; Ui et al., 1998; Chambers et al.,
2014). In recent decades, however, the availability of continuous,
long-term, high-quality radon observations at Southern Ocean
and Antarctic stations has been slowly improving (e.g., Tositti
et al., 2002; Pereira et al., 2004; Brunke et al., 2004; Zahorowski
et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2014, 2017; Weller et al.,
2014). Detection methods have included electrostatic deposition
(Pereira and da Silva, 1989; Ui et al., 1998; Tositti et al., 2002),
static single-filter detectors (Levin et al., 2002), and two-filter
detectors (Chambers et al., 2014). Stations presently contributing
to the Southern Ocean network of radon detectors include: Cape
Grim (CG), Baring Head (BH), Cape Point (CP), Macquarie
Island (MI), Jang Bogo (JBS), King Sejong (KSG), and Neumayer
(NM) (Figure 1).
Sites and Equipment
This article summarizes radon and auxiliary observations (e.g.,
meteorology, trace gasses and aerosols) from four of the long-
term ongoing monitoring stations in the Southern Ocean
network (MI, KSG, NM, and JBS), as well as Dumont d’Urville
(DDU), Dome Concordia (DC), and selected observations from
the Research Vessel Investigator (Table 1). Brief mention is also
made of previously published observations from Mawson Base
(Chambers et al., 2014). All reported times are local station
times. For RV Investigator and MI observations the standard
Southern Hemisphere seasonal convention has been adopted. For
the Antarctic bases “summer” refers to the period November
through February, “winter” the period April through September;
March and October are considered transitional months.
The RV Investigator’s radon detector was installed in
September 2014 in the Aerosol Sampling Laboratory at the bow of
the vessel, immediately below the sampling mast on the foredeck.
Sample air is drawn at 65–75 L min−1 from a goose-neck inlet
at 15 m above the foredeck (around 20–22 m above sea level,
a.s.l.) through 25 mm HDPE agricultural pipe. A coarse aerosol
filter, dehumidifier and water trap are installed upstream of the
detector, to protect the detector’s primary filter and internal
components. Calibrations are performed on either a campaign or
quasi-monthly basis by injecting radon from a PYLON Radon-
222 source (20.62 ± 4% kBq 226Ra, delivering 2.598 Bq min−1
222Rn)1 for 6 h at a flow rate of ∼100 cc min−1, and the
instrumental background is checked either on a campaign basis
or every 3 months. Details of other atmospheric observations
aboard the RV Investigator are given in Protat et al. (2016).
Macquarie Island is small (34× 5 km), and is situated roughly
midway between Australia and Antarctica (Figure 1). Radon
and meteorological observations are made at the “Clean Air
Laboratory” on an isthmus at the northern end of the island
(∼54.5◦S; Figure 1, inset 2). The MI radon detector was installed
in March 2011, but technical problems delayed the start of the
sampling program until March 2013. Sample air is drawn at
∼45 L m−1 from an inlet ∼5 m above ground level (a.g.l.) on
a 10 m mast. The detector is calibrated monthly using a similar
source to the RV Investigator (19.58 ± 4% kBq 226Ra) injecting
for 6 h at a flow rate of∼170 cc min−1. Instrumental background
checks are performed quarterly by stopping the internal and
external flow loop blowers for 24 h. Further information about
MI observations can be found in Brechtel et al. (1998) and Stavert
et al. (2018).
1https://pylonelectronics-radon.com/
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FIGURE 1 | Southern Ocean radon detector network: two-filter detectors (blue), single-filter detectors (red). RV Investigator cruise track (January 2015 to June 2017)
shown in orange. Inset 1 shows RV Investigator maneuvers for sea floor mapping (January–February 2017), and includes the February 2017 sea ice extent based on
the 20% concentration contour from passive microwave satellite data (Peng et al., 2013; Meier et al., 2017). Ice sheet elevation contours are from ETOPO1 (Amante
and Eakins, 2009). Inset 2 shows location of Macquarie Island monitoring station with coastline data from Natural Earth and, for the Macquarie Island inset, the
Australian Antarctic Division (2005).
A similar protocol is followed for the two-filter detectors
at KSG and JBS. For details the reader is referred to existing
publications (Chambers et al., 2014, 2017). Further details about
the regions surrounding KSG and JBS are given in Evangelista
and Pereira (2002) and Tositti et al. (2002).
Radon observations at NM, DDU, and DC were all made using
single-filter (“by progeny”) Heidelberg Radon Monitors (HRM,
Levin et al., 2002). The current system providing 3-hourly radon
observations at Neumayer Station has been in place since 1995.
Specific details about the site as well as the setup and operation
of the Neumayer HRM and other observations are provided
in Weller et al. (2014). Specifically regarding the NM radon
sampling inlet, ambient air is first sucked through 3 m of 200 mm
electro-polished stainless steel at 8.8 m s−1, then through 2.8 m of
50 mm electro-polished stainless steel tube at 2 m s−1, and finally
through∼50 cm of 6 mm stainless steel tube at 21 m s−1.
At DDU the HRM was setup in laboratory “Labo 3” (e.g.,
Preunkert et al., 2012) in which other long-term atmospheric
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TABLE 1 | Sites, detection method, time periods, and responsible organizations




















(AAD), CSIRO, ANSTO; LLD
40 mBq m−3
King Sejong (ongoing) February-2013 to
December-2016
1500L two-filter detector;
Korea Polar Research Institute
(KOPRI), ANSTO; LLD 25 mBq
m−3
Jang Bogo (ongoing) January-2016 to
December-2017
1200L two-filter detector;
KOPRI, ANSTO; LLD 30 mBq
m−3
Neumayer (ongoing) January-2010 to
December-2011
Static single-filter detector;
Alfred Wegener Institute for
Polar and Marine Research,
University of Heidelberg (Institut




















Umweltphysik); LLD 60 mBq
m−3




(AAD), ANSTO; LLD ∼50 mBq
m−3
measurements such as ozone (Legrand et al., 2009, 2016), sulfur
species (Preunkert et al., 2008), gaseous elemental mercury
(GEM, 2012–2015; Angot et al., 2016c; Sprovieri et al., 2016),
other aerosols and reactive gasses are also conducted. The radon
measurement resolution was hourly and sampling was more
direct than at NM, simply through ∼4 m of 6 mm diameter
Teflon tubing from 2 m a.g.l. In all other respects the HRM and its
operation were as for NM. The DC HRM was situated in the main
building of the station. The device was also set to sample hourly,
through ∼4 m of 6 mm diameter Teflon tubing, but at a height
of 17 m a.g.l., and run in parallel to long-term measurements
of aerosols, SO2 (Legrand et al., 2017a,b) and ozone (Legrand
et al., 2009, 2016) as well as GEM (Angot et al., 2016b). In
all other respects, the HRM instrument and operation were as
for NM.
Specifically regarding the two-filter detectors, both the 700 and
1500 L models have a response time of ∼45 min (which can
be corrected for in post-processing; Griffiths et al., 2016), and
their response to even very low radon concentrations (<100 mBq
m−3) is linear. Their lower limits of detection (LLD; i.e., the
concentration at which the detector’s counting error reaches 30%)
are ∼25 mBq m−3 and ∼40 mBq m−3, for the 1500 and 700 L
models, respectively. Their measurement error is typically 12–
14% for concentrations of 100 mBq m−3 (Chambers et al., 2014;
Schmithüsen et al., 2017). This uncertainty is contributed to
by the counting error, the coefficient of variability of monthly
calibrations, and the calibration source uncertainty. The counting
error’s contribution reduces with increasing radon concentration
and, when sampling from a consistent fetch, the detector’s
measurement error reduces as ∼N−1/2 for N samples. For the
purposes of this study the half-hourly raw counts from each
detector were integrated to hourly values before calibration
to activity concentrations (mBq m−3), thereby reducing the
counting error by a factor of
√
2.
The two-filter method detects radon by zinc sulfide alpha
scintillation, which does not distinguish between alpha particles
of different energies, so a ∼5 min delay volume is incorporated
within every detector’s inlet line to allow the short-lived radon
isotope (220Rn, thoron, t0.5 = 56 s) to decay to less than 0.5%
of its ambient values before sample air enters the detector.
Radon concentrations provided by some “direct” methods (e.g.,
two-filter detectors or electrostatic deposition detectors; Pereira
and da Silva, 1989; Wada et al., 2010; Grossi et al., 2012)
are not adversely influenced by high ambient humidity or
changing aerosol loading conditions, proximity to local sources,
atmospheric stability or fetch conditions. In a possible exception
to this however, under low humidity conditions (i.e., 0–20%;
common during Antarctic winters when cold ambient air is
brought to detector temperature), the two-filter method can
theoretically report concentrations up to 10% below ambient
values due to a reduction in diffusivity, and consequent lower
filtration efficiency, of the unattached progeny formed inside
the detector (Griffiths et al., 2016). However, this effect is
counteracted by reduced losses in the delay tank of the detector,
and no significant evidence of a reduced detector sensitivity to
radon concentrations was found based on 2 years of monthly
calibrations of the Antarctic two-filter detectors over relative
humidity values between 5 and 45%.
Specifically regarding the HRMs (single filter detectors), a
correction factor of 1.11 has been applied to observations from
all three sites to better harmonize their radon concentrations
with the two-filter detector observations (as recommended by
Schmithüsen et al., 2017). The radon disequilibrium correction
discussed by Schmithüsen et al. (2017) is not required for the
NM or DC observations due to the lack of significant local radon
sources. Similarly, under oceanic fetch conditions at DDU no
disequilibrium correction is required. For DDU observations
under other fetch conditions a disequilibrium factor of 0.85–
0.9 would be applicable to radon contributions from local fetch
regions. However, since the relative contributions of local and
remote radon sources to DDU observations under other fetch
conditions are uncertain, no disequilibrium factor was applied to
results presented. Although a large fraction of the hourly DDU
and DC radon observations were below the LLD reported in
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Table 1, the uncertainty of monthly mean/median values, and
diurnal composites by season, reduces as ∼N−1/2 for N hourly
samples. Finally, as noted by Levin et al. (2017), “tube loss”
of ambient radon progeny can reduce HRM radon estimates,
particularly under very low ambient radon concentrations as is
typical of the Antarctic atmosphere. We were unable to accurately
characterize the magnitude of this influence on the NM, DDU
and DC radon observations, but it is believed to have contributed
in part to reported mean radon concentrations 10–15 mBq m−3
lower than those of the two-filter detectors under similar fetch
conditions.
RESULTS
The Southern Ocean in Cross-Section
During the initial 2.5 years that radon was measured aboard the
RV Investigator the vessel completed five full crossings of the
Southern Ocean between the latitudes 45◦S and 67◦S, including
a month of maneuvres near the Antarctic coast to the east
of Casey Station for sea floor mapping (Figure 1). Since all
transects were conducted in months between January and April
they are representative of warmer conditions for this region. To
demonstrate the utility of radon as a tracer of recent terrestrial
influence, and provide a late-summer cross-section “snapshot” of
potentially polluted air masses within the Southern Ocean’s MBL,
we prepared a composite of mean radon concentrations within
0.2◦ latitude bins (Figure 2A). This figure constitutes a significant
improvement to transects reported by Polian et al. (1986) at
2–3 degree resolution, or the daily ship-based measurements
reported by Taguchi et al. (2013), and provides context for
measurements at the fixed sites discussed in the following
sections.
Between 49–51◦S and 62–64◦S average radon concentrations
were close to 50 mBq m−3, indicative of minimal terrestrial
influence within the past 2–3 weeks (i.e., marine “baseline”
values, with radon in equilibrium with the Southern Ocean
surface; Crawford et al., 2018 and references therein). By
comparison, near the middle of this composite transect
(i.e., 53–56◦S) an enhancement of 30–40 mBq m−3 above
baseline conditions was observed. Some previous studies have
hypothesized that enhanced radon in the mid-Southern Ocean
is entirely attributable to a wind-speed induced increase
in the oceanic radon flux (e.g., Schery and Huang, 2004;
Zahorowski et al., 2013). However, more recent evidence
from an initial comparative baseline analyses of Cape Grim
(Tasmania) and Macquarie Island air masses (Williams et al.,
2017), suggests this radon enhancement is largely attributable
to vestigial terrestrial influences on mid-Southern Ocean air
masses. A detailed evaluation of this hypothesis will be the
subject of a separate investigation. Notable similarities between
Figure 2A and earlier transects reported by Polian et al. (1986)
include higher concentrations around 60◦S and at the Antarctic
coast, with a local minimum in concentration around 63–
64◦S.
Several examples of isolated radon excursions from otherwise
background conditions are evident in Figure 2A (e.g., at 46.5,
52.5, and 56.5◦S). Back trajectories (HYSPLIT v4.0, Draxler and
Rolph, 2003; using GDAS wind fields) indicated that contributing
events were attributable to low-level (MBL) synoptic transport
from Australia or New Zealand (e.g., Figure 3).
The corresponding Southern Ocean CO2 transect (Figure 2B)
shows enhancements associated with each of the three synoptic
transport events identified in the radon record. Of equal interest,
however, is the structure evident in the composite CO2 transect
that is not associated with recent terrestrial influence (e.g.,
Stavert et al., 2018). This demonstrates the utility of high-
quality shipborne radon observations in helping to isolate
CO2 contributions arising from oceanic processes, terrestrial
influences in excess of 3-weeks old or shipping exhaust.
A broad region of enhancement in both radon and CO2 is
evident between 59 and 61◦S. Back trajectories corresponding
to the largest of these events (not shown) were not associated
with synoptic MBL transport events, but were found to have
recently descended from above the MBL. A mechanism for
such transport events, postulated by Humphries et al. (2016),
is terrestrially influenced free tropospheric air subsiding or
intruding into the MBL in the vicinity of the circumpolar trough
(“Polar Front”). This may provide further insight to high particle
concentration events observed previously in the region (e.g.,
Humphries et al., 2015, 2016). Decay-correcting the observed
radon concentrations based on modeled tropospheric transport
times may provide a means of constraining the magnitude
of the original terrestrial influence on the tropospheric air
mass.
The last pronounced feature of Figure 2A is a “ramping” of
radon concentration between 64 and 67◦S (over ∼350 km). This
increasing terrestrial influence on MBL air masses approaching
the Antarctic coast in summer-autumn is attributable to two
separate influences: a local Antarctic radon contribution from
coastal exposed rocks (Evangelista and Pereira, 2002; Taguchi
et al., 2013; Burton-Johnson et al., 2016; Chambers et al., 2017),
and a remote terrestrial contribution within the outflow of
tropospheric air masses that are descending over the Antarctic
continent (Polian et al., 1986; Chambers et al., 2014, 2017). The
fact that there is a step increase in CO2 within this same zone
indicates that the outflow of subsiding tropospheric air is a large
contributing factor, as the CO2 increase likely represents air
that has not been in recent contact with the oceanic CO2 sink
(Stavert et al., 2018). The ramping of radon concentrations may
be partially a result of radioactive decay, indicating that the net
northward movement of these outflowing air masses is quite slow
(as expected of the strong easterly flow south of the circumpolar
trough).
Seasonality of Terrestrial Influence in the
Mid-Southern Ocean
Despite the isolation of MI (2000 km from mainland Australia,
1500 km from Tasmania, 1000 km from New Zealand), high
radon concentrations (1500–3000 mBq m−3) were observed
on average 4 times a year. Based on the conditions necessary
to measure a significant (≥200 mBq m−3) local influence,
i.e., a wind sector of 180–270◦ (Figure 1, inset 2) and wind
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FIGURE 2 | 5-track composite of (A) radon, and (B) carbon dioxide, concentrations (0.2◦ latitude bin means) between 45 and 67◦S of Southern Ocean MBL.
Whiskers represent ± 1σ. Approximate location of Macquarie Island is marked.
FIGURE 3 | Back trajectories, (A) x-y and (B) x-z projections, associated with a mid-Southern Ocean radon enhancement event originating from south eastern
Australia observed by the RV Investigator. Typical height range of the mid-Southern Ocean marine boundary layer inversion indicated.
speeds < 10 m s−1, less than 0.5% of events > 200 mBq
m−3 in Figure 4A could be attributed to local island
influences. When compared to radon in air masses leaving
mainland Australia (50th – 75th percentile events 2000–
4000 mBq m−3; Zahorowski et al., 2013), this indicates
that it is possible for terrestrially influenced air masses
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Hourly, and (B,C) monthly distributions of radon concentrations at Macquarie Island based on a 4-year (2013–2016) composite of hourly
observations. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
to travel far into the Southern Ocean without substantial
dilution.
Monthly means and distributions of radon (Figures 4B,C)
indicated a pronounced seasonal cycle characterized by a winter
maximum and summer minimum. This cycle is thought to be
largely attributable to the seasonal migration (north in winter,
south in summer) of the surface divergence zone between the
Hadley and Ferrel Cells (the “Subtropical ridge”), the average
position of which is ∼30◦S (see Figure 5 of Doering and Saey,
2014; Williams et al., 2017). Back trajectories calculated by
Williams et al. (2017) indicated that even the seasonal cycle
in the 10th percentile values is caused by vestigial continental
influences.
To investigate possible wind speed influences on mid-
Southern Ocean radon concentrations we calculated monthly
wind speed distributions (not shown). The seasonal cycle,
characterized by a broad March–October maximum
(monthly median wind speeds of 10.3–11.3 m s−1) and
November–February minimum (monthly median wind speeds
8.8–10.3 m s−1), had a low amplitude and did not match well
with the seasonal radon cycle. Clearly, the seasonality of wind
speed at this site is not the dominant influence on the seasonality
in MBL radon concentrations.
Mean summer-autumn radon in the RV Investigator
data at 54.5◦S (Figure 2A) was 90–100 mBq m−3. This
agrees well with the January–April monthly mean MI
radon concentrations (Figure 4A). Agreement of mean
concentrations within ∼10 mBq m−3 (i.e., ∼10%) between
independently calibrated two-filter detectors provides confidence
in comparisons drawn between other two-filter detectors
in the Southern Ocean Network. Further confidence in
the absolute radon concentrations reported by the RV
Investigator is given by the estimate of 50 mBq m−3 for
MBL air masses in the 49–51◦S region of the Southern
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Ocean, as also reported by the independently operated
5000 L radon detector (LLD < 10 mBq m−3) at Cape Grim
Station, Tasmania (Williams et al., 2017; Crawford et al.,
2018).
It has already been demonstrated (Figure 2A) that minimum
MBL radon concentrations in summer-autumn are higher toward
the middle of the Southern Ocean than around 49 or 63◦S.
In addition, Figure 4C demonstrates that the magnitude of
this enhanced terrestrial influence in the Southern Ocean varies
seasonally, and is largest in winter.
Approaching the Antarctic Coast
In late summer 2017 (20-January to 25-February) the RV
Investigator conducted a sea floor mapping exercise 200 –
400 km east of Casey Station, between about 50 and 150 km
off the Antarctic coast (Figure 1, inset 1). Periods of
considerable variability in trace atmospheric constituents and
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN; TSI CPC Model 3776, size
range > 3nm) were observed during this voyage. We investigate
here whether they could be attributed to similar processes as the
free-tropospheric particle events observed near the circumpolar
trough (“Polar Front”) by Humphries et al. (2015, 2016).
This far offshore, little diurnal variability in MBL depth or
radon concentration was expected given the ocean’s heat capacity,
and the fact that the open ocean is a weak radon source without
a diurnal cycle (Schery and Huang, 2004; Zahorowski et al.,
2013), respectively. Over the course of the 37-day mission,
however, amplitudes of the radon diurnal cycle varied from 0 to
50 mBq m−3 (Table 2). The amplitudes reported in Table 2 were
calculated as the difference between 5-h means centered on the
daily maximum and minimum hourly values.
On some days the diurnal cycle was characterized by
a daytime maximum and on others a nocturnal maximum
(Table 2; Figure 5A). While the magnitudes of these diurnal
cycles are 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than typically
found at inland terrestrial sites (e.g., Chambers et al., 2015),
the absolute accuracy of the two-filter detectors (<12% on
a 1-h count for Rn > 100 mBq m−3; see Sites and
Equipment), nevertheless provides confidence in the observed
differences discussed below. Specifically, the uncertainty on
each diurnal cycle amplitude (DU) is twice the uncertainty of
the daily maximum or minimum estimate ( 12%√
5
= 5.4%); i.e.,
DU = 2(5.4%) = 10.8% ≈ 14 mBq m−3. While this level of
uncertainty can’t guarantee clear distinction between type 2
and 3 events in Table 2, it is sufficient to distinguish type 1
and type 4 events, and each of these events from either type
2 or 3.
Type 1 days were characterized by daytime radon around
140 mBq m−3 (Figure 5A), wind directions from the southeast
(Figure 5B; along the local coastline, Figure 1 inset 1),
relatively consistent wind speeds (Figure 5C), and no
pronounced diurnal cycle in CCN (Figure 5D). In this case
the radon diurnal cycle amplitude (RnAMP = 25 mBq m−3)
is likely attributable to changes in the coastal radon source
function related to the diurnal freeze-thaw cycle, and this
coastal air mixing to the local MBL (e.g., Bromwich et al.,
TABLE 2 | Daily summary of MBL radon concentration characteristics observed
from the RV Investigator between 20-January and 25-February 2017.
Type Diurnal radon amplitude
(RnAMP)
# days Description
1 8 – 50 mBq m−3 18 Daytime maximum
2 0 – 4 mBq m−3 9 No significant cycle
3 7 – 12 mBq m−3 5 Nocturnal maximum (weak
katabatic outflow)
4 30 – 50 mBq m−3 5 Nocturnal maximum (strong
katabatic outflow)
1993). The January mean daily maximum and minimum
coastal temperatures at Casey were +2.3 and −2.5◦C,
respectively.
Type 2 days had no consistent radon diurnal cycle and
wind directions that changed from southerly to south-easterly,
consistent with the passage of cyclonic synoptic systems. On
overcast summer days coastal air temperatures typically peaked
between −2 to 0◦C, leading to less of a change in the coastal
radon source function. Indeed, diurnal mean radon on these days
was similar to the nocturnal concentrations for Type 1 days.
The diurnal course of CCN on Type 2 days seemed to closely
correspond to diurnal changes in wind speed and direction
(oceanic fetch is more recent for south easterly air masses),
indicating that salt spray was likely a dominant component of
these aerosols.
Type 4 days were characterized by RnAMP = 46 mBq
m−3, with a late morning minimum (Figure 5A). Until
shortly after midnight the wind direction was roughly parallel
to the coast and wind speeds were decreasing. From 0100
to 0200 h wind direction swung round to the south and
southwest, almost perpendicular to the local coastline, and
wind speeds increased by ∼3 m s−1. During this period, CCN
increased to values higher than observed under the windiest
conditions of Type 2 days, indicating that their origin is
unlikely to relate to sea spray. Type 3 days shared many
characteristics with Type 4 days, but to a lesser degree (reduced
morning radon minimum, smaller and delayed morning peak in
CCN).
In Figure 6 we investigate Type 4 days in more detail.
Radon variability in the offshore flow (0400–1100 h) was lower
than for periods of alongshore flow (Figure 6A). Air masses
associated with offshore flow were also drier (Figure 6B). Ozone
concentrations from 0400 to 1100 h were higher and less variable,
and an increase was observed in all supersaturation ranges (0.25 –
1.05%) of CCN. The combination of timing, wind direction
and air mass humidity suggest these morning events on Type
4 days are associated with katabatic outflow from the Antarctic
mainland.
Since air within Antarctic katabatic flow events originates
in the free-troposphere (Nylen et al., 2004), and crosses the
coast at right angles (rather than traveling along or obliquely
to it), there is a reduced opportunity for fetch across exposed
rock, thereby reducing the average radon enhancement above
“background” levels (30–50 mBq m−3) during outflow events.
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FIGURE 5 | Diurnal composite (A) radon (means), (B) wind direction (medians), (C) wind speed (means), and (D) CCN (means across all supersaturation ranges; see
Figure 6D), as observed from the RV Investigator for each day type described in Table 2. Time axis shifted to focus on the nocturnal period.
Having originated from the free-troposphere, these air masses
also start out considerably drier than MBL air masses, and with
higher ozone content. With their origin in mind, the observed
increase in CCN of these recently tropospheric air masses is
likely attributable to sulfate influences in the free-troposphere
(Humphries et al., 2016; Obryk et al., 2018). In these regions the
sulfate could be of anthropogenic, marine or volcanic origin (Graf
et al., 2010). Related to these observations, Jaenickle et al. (1992)
also reported an increase of CCN in subsiding tropospheric
air at Neumayer station. As expected, back trajectories (not
shown) confirmed that the free-tropospheric contributions to
MBL air between 0400 and 1100 h on the outflow days
of this study did not derive from the same tropospheric
injection processes as those described by Humphries et al.
(2016).
Five strong katabatic events in 37 days (Table 2), a relative
frequency of ∼14%, is very similar to the 12% event frequency
of pronounced katabatic flow in summer at Jang Bogo station
reported by Chambers et al. (2017). The timing of the peak
outflow was delayed by about 3 h compared to that of coastal
events reported by Chambers et al. (2017), but this can be
attributed to travel time based on the vessel’s distance from shore
and the observed mean wind speeds of 8–9 m s−1.
The relatively weak contrasts in radon and humidity between
katabatic outflow and MBL air masses shown in Figures 6A–C
compared to the results of Chambers et al. (2017) and Section
“Continental Antarctica” below indicate that considerable mixing
(or ocean-atmosphere exchange) of the outflow air mass
has occurred in transit to the RV Investigator. While this
mixing prevents the reliable characterisation of tropospheric
air in the outflow events in the way that can be achieved
at coastal Antarctic sites (see Continental Antarctica), our
findings clearly demonstrate that shipborne aerosol and trace
gas measurements near the Antarctic coast should separately
treat katabatic outflow days, or consider diurnal sampling
windows, since the characteristics of recently tropospheric
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FIGURE 6 | Diurnal composites of (A) radon, (B) % volume of water, (C) ozone, and (D) CCN (cm−3) within supersaturation ranges 0.25 – 1.05%, based on 5 days
of katabatic outflow conditions. Whiskers represent hourly ± 1σ for the 5 days composite.
outflow air masses (i.e., potentially containing remote terrestrial
influences) will not be representative of local conditions and
may temporarily modify local ocean-atmosphere exchange
processes.
Continental Antarctica
Coastal Sub-Antarctic (King Sejong Station: 62.2◦S)
King Sejong Station is among the northernmost of the Antarctic
bases (Figure 1), being about 500 km further north than most
of the Antarctic coastline. Since the station is well removed from
the topographic influences of the East Antarctic ice sheet, which
reaches elevations above 4000 m a.s.l., of the Antarctic bases in
this study KSG is best suited for year-round characterisation of
marine baseline air masses of the remote Southern Ocean. In
addition, the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula is also closer than
any other part of continental Antarctica to another Southern
Hemisphere continent (South America), so it also provides
unique opportunities to observe the influence of recent direct
transport of natural and anthropogenic terrestrial emissions to
the frozen continent (e.g., Pereira, 1990; Pereira et al., 2004;
Chambers et al., 2014).
Peak KSG radon concentrations (1500–2000 mBq m−3;
Figure 7A) were lower than at MI, despite KSG being closer to
South America than MI is to Australia. This is attributable to the
combination of limited land fetch across South America (Pereira,
1990; Chambers et al., 2014), and high soil moistures in southern
Chile.
Summer median KSG radon concentrations were 50–55 mBq
m−3 (Figures 7B,C), similar to the minimum 0.2◦ latitude
bin mean values reported for this zone by the RV Investigator
(Figure 2A), but lower than the corresponding MI values (75–
80 mBq m−3; Figure 4C). This difference provides further
independent confirmation of the small mid-Southern Ocean
radon enhancement observed in the RV Investigator composite
transect (Figure 2A). It should be noted here that, due to the
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Hourly, and (B,C) monthly distributions of KSG radon concentrations between 2013 and 2016. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
station’s location (see Chambers et al., 2014), many KSG air
masses with extensive oceanic fetch have to traverse at least
∼2 km of King George Island before reaching the site. Based on
typical radon fluxes, mixing depths and wind speeds reported in
Chambers et al. (2014), this terrestrial influence could enhance
oceanic fetch radon concentrations by 5–10 mBq m−3.
The KSG radon seasonal cycle (Figures 7B,C) was quite
distinct from that at MI. While minimum values were observed
at both sites between November and January, peak values at
KSG were bimodal, occurring in March-May and September–
October. The latitude of KSG is close to the mean location
of the circumpolar trough (convergence zone between the
Ferrel and Polar Cells). Consequently, the seasonal migration
of the circumpolar trough results in KSG switching between
the influence of mid-latitude westerlies and Polar easterlies. In
the non-summer months the synoptic cyclone track within the
circumpolar trough is well located to bring air masses from the tip
of South America to the station (Pereira et al., 2006 and references
therein; Chambers et al., 2014).
Coastal Antarctica
Dumont d’Urville (66.7◦S)
Two of the RV Investigator transects summarized in Section “The
Southern Ocean in Cross-Section” approached the Antarctic
coast near Dumont d’Urville (Figure 1). Inland from DDU
the elevation reaches 2000 m a.s.l. within 200 km, before
continuing up to >4000 m a.s.l. at the highest point of the
Antarctic Plateau. Consequently, DDU is ideally situated to
separately characterize long-term Southern Oceanic MBL air
masses, as well as tropospheric air that has recently subsided
over the Antarctic Plateau and comes down as katabatic flow
events.
Peak DDU radon concentrations (180 – 275 mBq m−3;
Figure 8) were an order of magnitude less than MI or KSG values,
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FIGURE 8 | (A) Hourly, and (B,C) monthly distributions of DDU radon concentrations between 2006 and 2009. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
presumably because the nearest upwind non-frozen terrestrial
fetch is 2500 – 3000 km away. However, the seasonal DDU
radon cycle reported here (18 – 61 mBq m−3, based on monthly
means), was also less than that reported by Polian et al. (1986)
for DDU (25 – 65 mBq m−3), and less than the seasonal cycle
at Mawson (67.5◦S) (30 – 130 mBq m−3; Chambers et al., 2014).
Furthermore, Ui et al. (1998) reported spring-summer daily mean
radon concentrations at the coastal station of Syowa (69◦S)
between 150 and 270 mBq m−3. Potential factors contributing
to this discrepancy have been discussed in Section “Sites and
Equipment.”
Similar to MI, the seasonal DDU radon cycle was unimodal,
although peak concentrations occurred in mid-summer
(Figure 8). Three factors are thought to have contributed to
the summer increase in DDU radon concentrations: (i) the
southward shift of the circumpolar trough permits passing
cyclonic weather systems to bring air containing vestigial
terrestrial influences from deeper within the Southern Ocean
MBL directly to DDU; (ii) a greater amount of exposed rock
and shallow coastal water at this time gives rise to an increased
local radon flux from land and ocean; and (iii) tropospheric air
descending over Antarctica in summer typically has experienced
more recent terrestrial influence than corresponding winter air
masses.
To further investigate these possible influences we employed
a recently developed technique to separate air masses of different
fetch at coastal East Antarctic sites (see Section 3.5 of Chambers
et al., 2017). Here, the multi-year dataset was analyzed in
24-h blocks (defined from 1400 h to 1300 h the following
day), each of which were assigned a category of “katabatic,”
“local” or “oceanic” based on the mean 2-week high-pass
filtered absolute humidity within an 8-h window (0000–0700 h)
typically associated with katabatic flow. Days with the lowest
20% absolute humidity over this 8-h window are most likely to
have experienced katabatic flow events. Days with the highest
20% absolute humidity over this 8-h window have experienced
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FIGURE 9 | Diurnal composite (A,B) radon, and (C) ozone distributions, for days containing periods of katabatic, coastal and oceanic fetch at DDU, based on
absolute humidity in the window 0000–0700 h (see text and plot key for details); (D) comparison of monthly mean ozone in katabatic and MBL air masses, at DDU
based on observations from 2006 and 2008.
the most consistent oceanic fetch (i.e., arrived at the site
most directly from the ocean). All remaining days (60% of
the observations) were placed in the “coastal fetch” category
(Figures 9A,B). Since the technique relies upon a measure
of absolute humidity to assess fetch categories, as opposed to
wind speed and direction or other meteorological quantities,
it is capable of distinguishing between downslope flow that is
truly katabatic, and downslope flow that has been synoptically
forced.
While results are presented here as full diurnal composites
(0000 – 2300 h), the fetch analysis described above only strictly
applies to the 0000–0700 h diurnal window, which has been
marked with a bold line on each plot. Across the edges of the
24-h compositing window (i.e., between and close to the hours
1300–1400 h), discontinuities can arise due to edge effects of
the compositing process (e.g., Figure 9C). Wind direction for
oceanic fetch within the 8-h window was 110–120◦ and changed
to 140–150◦ under katabatic conditions.
The highest mean DDU radon concentrations in
summer (45–50 mBq m−3) occurred under oceanic fetch
conditions (Figure 7A, RHS), consistent with expected
radon concentrations for air in equilibrium with the
Southern Ocean surface (30–50 mBq m−3; Zahorowski
et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2016). Outlier values of 90 –
265 mBq m−3 for these events indicate that oceanic air
masses occasionally exhibit a vestigial terrestrial influence,
likely attributable to long-range synoptic transport within
the MBL (though possibly also related to subsidence
near the circumpolar trough, see The Southern Ocean in
Cross-Section).
On summer days, when coastal fetch prevailed in the
0000–0700 h diurnal window, mean radon concentrations
were slightly lower (40–45 mBq m−3; Figure 9A, center),
despite median values for oceanic and coastal events being
almost identical. The reduced skewness of coastal events (90th
percentile concentrations of 75–90 mBq m−3 compared with
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FIGURE 10 | Diurnal composite (A) wind speed, (B) gaseous elemental mercury, and (C) ultraviolet radiation, at DDU (January-2012 to May-2015).
95–100 mBq m−3 for oceanic events), is consistent with coastal
events receiving low radon contributions from small, local coastal
sources as discussed by Evangelista and Pereira (2002) and
Chambers et al. (2014, 2017).
The lowest mean DDU radon concentrations in summer
(24–29 mBq m−3) were associated with katabatic drainage
events (from the free-troposphere/Antarctic Plateau). Unlike
boundary layer air masses, free-tropospheric air masses have
had an opportunity to be removed from all radon sources
(terrestrial or oceanic) for a period of time, enabling them to
achieve radon concentrations below even the 30–50 mBq m−3
associated with clean marine air. However, 10% of katabatic
flow events (the marked outliers in Figure 9A, LHS) had
radon concentrations between 55 and 165 mBq m−3, suggesting
terrestrial influence within the past 2–3 weeks (ignoring dilution
within the troposphere). Vertical profiles near DDU reported
by Polian et al. (1986) also indicated an increase in radon
concentrations from∼15 mBq m−3 near the surface to∼80 mBq
m−3 between 2000 and 3000 m a.s.l., which is near the elevation
of genesis for katabatic flow.
In summer there is∼600 m of partially-exposed (∼50%) rock
and soil to the south (inland) of DDU station (Preunkert et al.,
2012). At speeds typical of katabatic flow (6–12 m s−1, gusting
to 23 m s−1), even assuming a large radon flux (20 mBq m−2
s−1), and shallow mixing depths for these wind speeds (∼100 m),
it is very unlikely that this fetch could contribute more than 10–
15 mBq m−3 to the observed concentrations in the katabatic flow.
Consequently, the bulk of the signal must arise from terrestrial
influences within the tropospheric air.
Contrary to the summer results, the highest mean DDU radon
concentrations in winter (Figure 9B) were in the katabatic flow
events (18–21 mBq m−3; 27% lower than corresponding summer
events). Peak concentrations of the winter katabatic events were
35–80 mBq m−3, indicating a summer-winter reduction in
terrestrial influence on tropospheric air over DDU of almost a
factor of two. Median winter radon concentrations of coastal
and oceanic events were the same (∼16 mBq m−3), although
mean values of the events coming most directly from the ocean
were around 10% higher. The lower concentrations for coastal
events are likely attributable to a greater air mass fetch time
over ice, from which no radon is emitted, rather than open
ocean, as previously mentioned by Weller et al. (2014) for radon
observations at Neumayer Station. Based on baseline radon
concentrations of 30–50 mBq m−3, and the 3.8-day radon half-
life, winter “oceanic” DDU air masses have likely spent 4–6 days
traveling over ice.
To demonstrate the ability of this technique to separately
characterize dominant fetch regions of coastal Antarctic air
masses, we briefly investigate some other DDU trace atmospheric
constituents. Figure 9C compares diurnal composite summer
ozone concentrations for katabatic, coastal fetch, and oceanic
fetch days. Within the 8-h analysis window mean summer ozone
concentrations were highest in katabatic flow (from the Antarctic
Plateau) and lowest under oceanic fetch conditions.
The diurnal cycle of ozone at DDU was largest for days that
experienced morning katabatic flow events (Figure 9C). The
amplitude of this cycle was 2 (3) ppb based on hourly means
(medians). These days typically experienced high radiation levels
(e.g., Figure 10C) and lower mean wind speeds when averaged
over the entire diurnal cycle. The ozone cycle was characterized
by a mid-afternoon minimum and an early morning maximum
at the time of peak katabatic flow, as evident in Figure 10A
(black filled circles). Conversely, no consistent diurnal cycle was
evident under oceanic fetch conditions (excluding the edge effect
of the diurnal compositing procedure in the early afternoon).
On coastal fetch days the amplitude of the diurnal ozone cycle
was smaller, with the morning peak occurring a few hours later
(Figure 9C, middle). Based on back trajectory fetch analyses
Legrand et al. (2016) also found that ozone concentrations of air
masses arriving at DDU in summer from the Antarctic interior
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FIGURE 11 | (A) Three-hourly, and (B,C) monthly distributions of NM radon concentrations for 2010 and 2011. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
were higher than those of oceanic air masses, in some cases by up
to 10 ppbv.
We calculated the daily mean ozone concentrations each
month (using only observations within the 8-h analysis window)
for katabatic flow and oceanic fetch events and prepared a 3-year
composite (Figure 9D). In the summer months (November–
February) we found that air descending from the Antarctic
Plateau in katabatic flow events had monthly mean ozone
concentrations around 5 ppb higher than oceanic air masses. The
difference was much lower for the remainder of the year, but
the tropospheric concentrations were always higher than those
of oceanic air masses.
We processed a separate set of GEM observations at DDU
(January-2012 to May-2015) in the same way to separate katabatic
flow and oceanic fetch events (Figure 10). Mindful of possible
temperature or UV-related GEM production in the coastal
Antarctic environment (Angot et al., 2016c; Bargagli, 2016), we
looked at the difference between summer mercury concentrations
of katabatic flow and oceanic fetch events when UV levels were
lowest (2300–0300 h; Figure 10C). We found that the katabatic
flow was depleted around 0.3 ng m−3 in GEM compared to
long-term oceanic air masses. This difference is of the same sign,
but larger in magnitude, than that initially reported by Angot
et al. (2016b) based on a back trajectory method of katabatic
flow event identification. Based on estimated values of GEM in
the Antarctic free troposphere of 0.9–1.0 ng m−3 [see Antarctic
Plateau (Dome Concordia: 75◦S, 3,233 m a.s.l.); and Song et al.,
2018], the recently free-tropospheric katabatic flow events must
have incorporated a large amount of air from the Antarctic
Plateau where nocturnal GEM concentrations in summer are
relatively depleted [Antarctic Plateau (Dome Concordia: 75◦S,
3,233m a.s.l.); and Angot et al., 2016c].
The higher GEM concentrations in oceanic air at DDU are
consistent with a combination of natural (including oceanic,
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FIGURE 12 | (A,B) Comparison of summer and winter diurnal composite radon distributions for katabatic, coastal and oceanic fetch, and (C,D) diurnal composite
summer temperature and absolute humidity values for katabatic, coastal and oceanic fetch at NM in 2010 and 2011. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
especially in summer and fall) and anthropogenic sources of this
long-lived (∼1 year residence time; Bargagli, 2016) gas. However,
our estimated summertime oceanic GEM concentrations at
DDU of ∼0.86 ng m−3 were slightly lower than summer
concentrations reported at Troll Station (235 km inland of
the Antarctic coast; 0.9 – 1.1 ng m−3), or at Italian Antarctic
Station, Terra Nova Bay (74◦41′S; 164◦07′E) (0.9 ± 0.3 ng
m−3) (Sprovieri et al., 2002, 2010; Dommergue et al., 2010),
or Amsterdam Island (∼1.0 ng m−3) (Angot et al., 2014;
Slemr et al., 2015; Sprovieri et al., 2016), consistent with
observations at Cape Grim (Tasmania) and Singleton (NSW)
(Slemr et al., 2015; Howard et al., 2017), but higher than
reported by Kuss et al. (2011) for the southern Atlantic Ocean
(0.72 ng m−3).
Neumayer (70.6◦S)
Neumayer differs from most coastal Antarctic stations in that,
instead of being built on rock, the station sits on the Ekström
Ice Shelf, away from potential local sources of radon. Peak
3-hourly radon concentrations at Neumayer (110 – 155 mBq
m−3; Figure 11A) were lower even than observed at DDU.
While tempting to attribute these events to transport from South
America, Weller et al. (2014) found little evidence for this.
Rather, trajectory analyses often traced the origins of these events
to the Antarctic interior. Ui et al. (1998) also reported high
radon at Syowa station associated with southerly winds (from
the Antarctic interior) and lower wind speeds (characteristic
of anticyclonic conditions), but attributed this – we believe
incorrectly – to unidentified local sources.
As for KSG the NM seasonal radon cycle was bimodal, but
with peak concentrations in February and November, and a
pronounced mid-winter minimum (Figures 11B,C). Related to
these observations, a strong seasonal cycle in CCN at NM has also
been reported by Weller et al. (2011), characterized by a winter
minimum and broad bi-modal maximum between September
and April, peaking in March. Interestingly, the seasonal cycle of
CCN at South Pole (considered to be attributable to largescale
atmospheric transport processes in the free-troposphere; Samson
et al., 1990), shares many features with the NM radon record
(Figure 11C); including winter minimum, spring increase,
reduced values in December and peak values in February through
March.
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Mean radon during katabatic outflow (27–30 mBq m−3) was
higher than for oceanic fetch (20–22 mBq m−3) (Figure 12A),
indicating more remote terrestrial influence in the Antarctic
troposphere over NM than in the MBL air masses. Evidence of
the katabatic nature of the events bringing the most recently
tropospheric air to NM is given in the temperature and humidity
plots of Figures 12C,D. Temperature and absolute humidity
are extremely low for summer conditions during the suspected
katabatic flow events, consistent with air originating in the
free troposphere and passing over the Antarctic Plateau. Thus,
most of the high radon events at NM are attributable to the
subsidence of tropospheric air that has experienced recent (<3-
week) terrestrial influence.
In contrast to DDU, coastal air masses at NM have a lower
mean radon concentration than the katabatic events. This is likely
attributable to a smaller amount of exposed rock in the vicinity of
NM (Weller et al., 2014). Also in contrast to DDU, oceanic air
masses at NM have a lower mean radon concentration than those
of katabatic air masses. This is attributable to a combination of
more sea ice near NM (Weller et al., 2014; Legrand et al., 2016),
and a reduced opportunity for significant recent terrestrial fetch
for NM air masses.
The most extreme cases of recent terrestrial influence in
the troposphere over Neumayer (55 – 90 mBq m−3) were
considerably less than observed over DDU (55 – 170 mBq m−3).
By contrast, the modeling studies of Li et al. (2008) and Albani
et al. (2012) indicated a greater terrestrial influence in the free
troposphere over NM than DDU. Clearly, further investigation is
warranted of simulated terrestrial influence in Antarctica and the
remote Southern Ocean (see also Discussion).
Outlier radon concentrations (45 – 90 mBq m−3) on days
dominated by coastal fetch conditions indicate that coastal
exposed-rock radon sources (“local” as in Antarctic, but remote
from the station) can also influence observations at this site,
but far less than at DDU. For days dominated by coastal fetch
conditions a weak diurnal cycle (amplitude < 5 mBq m−3)
was evident, but this was not significant given the variability of
observations. No consistent radon diurnal cycle was observed
on days that experienced morning katabatic flow events or
predominantly oceanic fetch conditions (Figure 12A).
In summer, when sea ice extent is minimized, median radon
concentrations for the most direct oceanic fetch conditions at
coastal Antarctic sites should approximate the value for air
masses in equilibrium with the Southern Ocean (i.e., 30–50 mBq
m−3). At KSG, accounting for local fetch over King George
Island [see Coastal Sub-Antarctic (King Sejong Station: 62.2◦S)],
median oceanic fetch radon concentrations in summer were
45–50 mBq m−3.
At DDU (Figure 7A) and NM (Figure 10A) median summer
oceanic radon concentrations were 30–33 and 19–21 mBq m−3,
respectively. The difference in median oceanic fetch radon
concentrations between DDU and NM is believed to be largely
attributable to sea ice in the vicinity of NM, some of which
can still be present in summer. The 5–10 mBq m−3 difference
between radon concentrations of oceanic air masses at DDU and
those typical of the deep Southern Ocean MBL, on the other
hand, might be attributable to tube loss of the sampled radon
progeny (Levin et al., 2017). Given the short sample tube lengths
at DDU, NM, and DC (see Sites and Equipment), this effect
would not usually be significant, however, tube losses increase for
radon concentrations < 1 Bq m−3, and at low ambient aerosol
concentrations (when there can be a large unattached fraction
of radon progeny; Levin et al., 2017). While tube loss effects
at these sites have not yet been investigated, the possibility of
a small (∼10–15 mBq m−3), possibly concentration-dependent,
underestimation of radon concentrations by the HRMs in these
extreme environments should be taken into consideration when
interpreting reported free-tropospheric terrestrial influences (see
also Sites and Equipment).
In winter there was little evidence of significant vestigial
terrestrial influence in the free troposphere over NM (Figure 12B;
LHS). Most of the larger winter radon events appeared to
originate from coastal fetch events, including four events between
100 and 135 mBq m−3 that were not shown on Figure 12B to
prevent compressing the scale of the plot. Mean radon for all
winter air masses was well below the 30–50 mBq m−3 expected
for oceanic air, which Weller et al. (2014) attributed to the
extensive ice coverage in the region cutting off even the oceanic
radon flux. Further evidence in support of this claim is that the
mean concentration of radon in air masses coming most directly
from the ocean in winter are slightly (∼8%) larger than air that
has meandered around the Antarctic coastal regions.
Coastal/Interior (Jang Bogo, Terra Nova Bay: 75◦S)
Jang Bogo (Chambers et al., 2017; and this study) and nearby
Mario Zucchelli (Tositti et al., 2002), stations in Terra Nova
Bay, are unique among all long-term Antarctic radon monitoring
stations in their seasonal radon characteristics for two reasons:
the amount of observed radon, and its source regions. Peak
radon concentrations at these bases (3000 – 5500 mBq m−3; e.g.,
Figure 13A) are higher than observed at any other Antarctic Base,
in some cases by more than an order of magnitude. Furthermore,
as described by Tositti et al. (2002) and Chambers et al. (2017),
the majority of this radon is from local Antarctic sources.
North and south of Terra Nova Bay, along the foothills of
the Transantarctic Mountains, there is a substantial amount of
exposed rock from which the mean summer radon flux has been
estimated to be 0.09 – 0.11 atoms cm−2 s−1 (Chambers et al.,
2017). The height and extent of the Transantarctic Mountains
usually results in air masses approaching Terra Nova Bay from
either the north or south, regardless of their longer-term fetch
characteristics (e.g., katabatic outflow from the Ross Ice Shelf,
barrier winds, and recent oceanic air masses – all from the
south to southwest; or weaker anti-cyclonic flows from the
north to northeast) (Markle et al., 2012; Coggins et al., 2014).
As demonstrated by Markle et al. (2012) and Sinclair et al.
(2013), even the freshest oceanic air masses are briefly redirected
northward by the Transantarctic Mountains en route to Terra
Nova Bay after moving from the Southern Pacific Ocean over the
Ross Ice Shelf.
The combination of exposed rock fetch (100s of km in
either direction), and relatively shallow mixing depths, frequently
results in JBS radon concentrations of 1500–3000 mBq m−3
(Chambers et al., 2017). Additional radon sources, sometimes
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responsible for radon peaks > 4000 mBq m−3, include the
active volcanos Mt Erebus and Mt Melbourne, along with their
fumaroles (Polian and Lambert, 1979; Tositti et al., 2002).
The JBS seasonal radon cycle was not very consistent or
pronounced in either mean or median values (Figures 13B,C).
The most consistent features included a January maximum
and October minimum. The seasonal cycle in 10th percentile
values, on the other hand, was more consistent. This cycle
was characterized by a February-April peak, consistent values
throughout the winter months, and an October minimum.
Using the same 0000 – 0700 h diurnal analysis window as
applied to observations at the other coastal Antarctic sites, 12%
of summer days experienced pronounced katabatic flow events,
and 18% of summer days experienced air mass fetch fairly
directly from the ocean. The remaining 70% of summer days
were classified as coastal fetch events (see Chambers et al., 2017,
Section 3.5 for details).
As summarized in Figure 16 of Chambers et al. (2017),
for brevity not repeated here, wind speeds of the summer
oceanic fetch events were quite consistent, diurnal temperature
amplitudes were low, and air masses made their final approach
to the site from the southwest. Mean radon concentrations of
these oceanic events were around 400 mBq m−3, an order of
magnitude above typical marine baseline radon concentrations,
due to the interaction of these air masses with the Transantarctic
Mountains south of the station (Markle et al., 2012; Chambers
et al., 2017). The modal summer radon concentration reported
by Tositti et al. (2002) in this region was also 400 mBq m−3; with
very few concentrations recorded below 200 mBq m−3.
By comparison, summer coastal fetch events had more
variable wind speeds, typically approached from the north to
northwest, and had radon concentrations around 900 mBq m−3,
consistent with a longer fetch (∼330 km) along the foothills of
the Transantarctic Mountains north of the site. In the case of
summer katabatic flow events, at the time of peak katabatic wind
speed (0200–0500 h) the composite mean radon concentration
achieved a peak value of around 1000 mBq m−3. While a large
contribution to this observed radon concentration from the local
foothills of the Transantarctic Mountains can’t be ruled out (or
accurately quantified), the katabatic flow is perpendicular to the
mountain flanks so the air mass’ time over exposed ground is
minimized (3–5 h as opposed to 1–3 days when coming from the
north or south). Consequently, it is possible that 25–50% of the
observed 900 – 1000 mBq m−3 of radon in katabatic flow events
could derive from subsiding tropospheric air. This would mean
that the troposphere over this part of Antarctica contained air of
more recent terrestrial influence than that over DDU.
Antarctic Plateau (Dome Concordia:
75◦S, 3,233 m a.s.l.)
Peak radon concentrations observed at the inland Dome
Concordia Station (65–95 mBq m−3; Figure 14A), were the
smallest of all Antarctic monitoring stations, and were restricted
almost entirely to the summer months. The DC seasonal radon
cycle (Figure 14B) was characterized by a February–March
maximum, a September–October minimum, and relatively
consistent concentrations between May and August; very similar
to the 10th percentile seasonal cycle at JBS.
Unfortunately, no reliable humidity observations were
available at the station for the 2010–2011 radon observation
period. However, since subsidence events are usually strongest
under anti-cyclonic conditions (clear-sky, light gradient winds),
which usually also give rise to the greatest diurnal temperature
variability at the surface, we approximated air mass type for these
observations using surface temperature measurements.
We defined the diurnal temperature amplitude as the
difference between 3-h means of the 2 m air temperature centered
on the maximum and minimum observed hourly temperatures.
We then calculated the diurnal amplitude of temperature for
every day of the dataset and ranked these values for each season.
Given that DC is cloud-free 75% of the time (Lawrence et al.,
2004), we decided to categorize days with diurnal temperature
amplitudes in the largest 33% as “anti-cyclonic,” those with the
lowest 33% amplitudes as “strong advection,” and the remaining
days were categorized as “weak advection.” Diurnal composite
temperature plots for each of these 3 categories in summer are
shown in Figure 15A.
The highest mean DC radon concentrations in summer
occurred on anti-cyclonic days (strongest subsidence;
Figure 15B, LHS). Conversely, the lowest mean radon
concentrations were observed on days when flow had been
synoptically forced over the Antarctic interior (“strong
advection” days). Almost all of the outlier events of magnitude
55 – 95 mBq m−3 were attributable to conditions during
which the strongest tropospheric subsidence was thought to be
occurring (anti-cyclonic conditions). It is notable that the radon
concentrations observed for tropospheric subsidence events at
DC compare well to those for “katabatic” conditions at both
DDU and NM (22 – 33 mBq m−3), peaking at 55 – 90 mBq m−3.
We used the same fetch categorisation method to briefly
examine the DC ozone record in summer and winter
(Figures 15C,D). Median summer ozone for anti-cyclonic
conditions (Figure 15C, LHS) was ∼21 ppbv, whereas
corresponding winter values were 33 ppbv (Figure 15D,
LHS). This is consistent with Legrand et al. (2009, 2016), who
reported a seasonal cycle of ozone at DC characterized by a
February minimum (∼21 ppbv) and July maximum (∼34 ppbv).
Anti-cyclonic days, in both summer and winter, were the
only conditions under which consistent diurnal cycles of mean
hourly ozone concentration were observed at DC. In summer the
diurnal cycle was characterized by an early afternoon minimum.
Legrand et al. (2016) demonstrate that daytime ozone minima on
warm summer days at DC are attributable to increased boundary
layer depths. In winter the diurnal cycle was characterized by a
small noon maximum. In contrast to the case of summer the
cause of this diurnal cycle in winter remains, however, basically
unexplained.
In summer, the median ozone concentrations were 3 ppbv
higher under strong advection conditions, when air masses
were being synoptically forced over the Antarctic Plateau, than
observed under subsidence conditions. Legrand et al. (2009,
2016) also report increased ozone concentrations at DC in
summer when air is being advected to the site from other regions
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FIGURE 13 | (A) Hourly, and (B,C) monthly distributions of JBS radon concentrations for 2016 and 2017. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
FIGURE 14 | (A) Hourly, and (B) monthly distributions of radon concentrations at Dome Concordia in 2010. Refer to key for distribution box-plot details.
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FIGURE 15 | (A,B) Summer diurnal composite distributions of hourly temperature and radon at DC for the three fetch classes, and (C,D) summer-winter
comparison of diurnal composite distributions of ozone at DC for the three fetch classes in 2010.
FIGURE 16 | (A–C) Diurnal composite temperature, water vapor pressure, and GEM in summer for the three fetch categories in 2012–2013.
of the plateau. In winter, however, median ozone concentrations
associated with strong air mass advection across the Antarctic
Plateau were 1 ppbv lower than those observed under subsidence
conditions.
In 2012–2013, when humidity measurements were available
at DC, we separated daily air mass fetch conditions into
tropospheric subsidence, local advection and strong advection
(most recently oceanic) categories to investigate the source of
the katabatic GEM depletion events observed at DDU (see
Figure 10). In summer (Figure 16) we observed that air
masses associated with direct tropospheric subsidence had 0000–
0700 h mean GEM concentrations of 0.89 ± σ0.5 ng m−3,
and those of air masses arriving most directly from the coast
were 0.88 ± σ0.4 ng m−3. However, air masses that had been
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meandering locally about the Antarctic Plateau had average
concentrations of 0.56 ± σ0.25 ng m−3, consistent with a strong
summertime GEM sink on the Antarctic Plateau (Angot et al.,
2016a,c; Wang et al., 2016) highlighting that the summertime
removal mechanism of GEM is probably caused by other
chemical processes than the springtime atmospheric mercury
depletion events occurred in other polar areas. The higher
variability of GEM concentrations in subsiding tropospheric air
is likely attributable to changing levels of terrestrial influence,
but radon observations were not available at DC in 2012–2013




Since this investigation sought to compare radon observations
from numerous Southern Ocean/Antarctic sites made by
independent instruments and measurement techniques, ideally
a detector inter-comparison study should have been conducted
first, in order to harmonize the results. However, since the
datasets were collated retrospectively, this was not possible.
As has been demonstrated by previous studies of this nature
(Collé et al., 1996a,b; Schmithüsen et al., 2017), the value
of instrument inter-comparisons should not be understated,
rigorous calibration checks, particularly those performed “blind”
with an independent referee, can shed considerable light upon
expected or assumed performance.
As an example, Collé et al. (1996a,b) report on a 2-week
inter-comparison of radon detectors performed in Bermuda
(October 1991) including four participating laboratories, during
which time ambient air was “spiked” 14 times with a Radon-
222 sample of undisclosed activity. The measurement techniques
compared included intermittent and continuous two-filter
detectors, cryogenic separation using charcoal, and intermittent
Radon-222 progeny collection on filters with equilibrium ratio
assumptions. As noted by Collé et al. (1996b), both two-
filter techniques “were in excellent agreement with the NIST
[222Rn] additions.” In general, however, the continuous two-filter
observations were overly smoothed by the detector’s 90-min time
constant, changing particulate concentrations within the detector
added considerably to the detector’s counting uncertainty,
concentrations were initially overestimated by∼10% (reduced to
an overestimation of 2.7% only after a retrospective instrumental
background correction), and there was considerable variability
in concentrations at very low ambient radon levels, thought
to be attributable to problems with instrumental background
characterization.
The dual-flow-loop two-filter radon detectors employed in
this study are based on the one originally tested in the Collé
et al. (1996b) study, however, there have been considerable
improvements to their design and performance in the 26 years
since the Collé et al. (1996b) inter-comparison campaign. The
original ANSTO two-filter radon detector design was superseded
in the late 1990s by a completely new design involving the
introduction of an innovation known as a “dual flow-loop”
(Whittlestone and Zahorowski, 1998). Considerable additional
improvements have been made since that time, as detailed in
Chambers et al. (2014), Williams and Chambers (2016), Griffiths
et al. (2016), and other articles. Williams and Chambers (2016),
in particular, provide a detailed description of the progression of
changes as realized for ANSTO two-filter detectors at the Cape
Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station in Tasmania.
Briefly, key improvements to the two-filter detection systems
in recent decades include: (i) the introduction of a second,
high flow rate “internal” recirculation loop past the detection
head, removing the need for a particle generator within the
detector’s delay chamber to reduce plate-out losses of the newly
formed radon progeny to the tank walls; together with a change
of the main filter within the instrument sensing head from a
coarse membrane filter to a 20 micron stainless steel mesh filter
(enabled by the consequent change from predominantly particle-
attached to unattached radon progeny within the tank), this has
resulted in substantial increases in performance, consistency and
reliability; (ii) a reduction in the instrument response time from
90 to 45 min; (iii) computer automation, which has enabled
the performance of regular 3-monthly instrumental background
checks and monthly system calibrations; and (iv) development of
a response-time correction algorithm (Griffiths et al., 2016).
The lack of a formal evaluation of the performance of
contemporary dual-flow-loop two-filter radon detectors is
regrettable given the considerable discrepancy between Southern
Ocean MBL radon concentrations reported at Cape Grim (e.g.,
Crawford et al., 2018) and in this study, and those reported
in earlier Antarctic and sub-Antarctic studies, including that of
Polian et al. (1986). Contemporary two-filter detector estimates
of radon concentrations of air masses in long-term (≥3-week)
equilibrium with the Southern Ocean based on observations at
Cape Grim (Crawford et al., 2018), King Sejong Station, and
aboard the RV Investigator, yield values typically between 40
and 50 mBq m−3. Furthermore, median summertime radon
concentrations of oceanic air masses at Dumont d’Urville station
measured by the single-filter method are around 30 mBq
m−3 (prior to accounting for known tube-loss effects). Median
Southern Ocean MBL radon concentrations reported by Polian
et al. (1986), on the other hand, were around 15 mBq m−3. In
order to determine which of these results is most representative,
we sought to independently estimate MBL radon concentrations
for the Southern Ocean region.
Assuming a uniformly mixed MBL, the radon concentration
of oceanic air masses that have not been subjected to terrestrial





where FRn_Oc is the oceanic radon flux (mBq m−2 s−1), we
is the entrainment velocity (m s−1) across the MBL inversion,
h is the depth of the MBL (m) and λ is the radon decay
constant (2.0982 × 10−6 s−1). Average MBL depths near the
northern extremity of the Southern Ocean (40–45◦S) have been
estimated to be around 900 – 1000 m (Zahorowski et al.,
2013). Near the southern extremity (60–65◦S) MBL depths
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have been estimated to be typically in the range 440 – 610 m
(Chambers et al., 2014). Typical entrainment velocities for the
Southern Ocean are of order 0.003–0.004 m s−1 (Zahorowski
et al., 2013 and references therein). The seasonal variability of
oceanic radon flux reported by Zahorowski et al. (2013) was
in the range 0.19–0.34 mBq m−2 s−1, and other literature
reviewed by Zahorowski et al. (2013) considered 0.24 mBq
m−2 s−1 to be a generally representative oceanic radon
flux.
Based on an entrainment velocity of 0.0035 m s−1 and an
oceanic radon flux of 0.24 mBq m−2 s−1, for h = 1000 m,
Equation (1) predicts RnMBL = 42.9 mBq m−3, whereas for
h = 600 m, RnMBL = 50.4 mBq m−3. These estimates are in
very good agreement with the Southern Ocean MBL radon
concentrations reported in this study. Furthermore, with the
notable exception of air masses recently mixed down from the
free-troposphere or stratosphere that have been removed from all
radon sources for a period of time, these findings indicate that the
Southern Ocean MBL radon concentrations reported by Polian
et al. (1986) are too low. The close agreement at very low ambient
radon concentrations between independently calibrated two-
filter radon detectors at Cape Grim (5000L model), aboard the
RV Investigator (700L model), and at King Sejong station (1500L
model), also provides confidence in contemporary methods to
characterize the instrumental background compared to the two-
filter detector that was employed in the Collé et al. (1996b)
inter-comparison.
Comparison With Global Climate Model
Simulations
A unique combination of physical properties (i.e., its source
and sink terms, reactivity and half-life), makes radon an ideal
tool to provide unambiguous information about terrestrial
influence and transport mechanisms to remote Southern Ocean
regions and Antarctica. Given the comparatively low land
fraction of the Southern Hemisphere, it should provide an
ideal “testing ground” for the performance of transport and
mixing/convection parameterisations of global climate models
(GCMs). Investigating spatial and temporal differences between
observed and simulated radon concentrations throughout the
Southern Hemisphere can provide significant insight to the
behavior of GCMs.
A number of studies have successfully simulated synoptic
radon transport in the MBL (sometimes called “radonic storms”)
deep into the Southern Ocean (e.g., Balkanski and Jacob, 1990;
Dentener et al., 1999). However, attempts by GCMs to reproduce
the seasonal behavior of radon in coastal Antarctic regions have
been far less successful (e.g., Heimann et al., 1990; Genthon and
Armengaud, 1995; Taguchi et al., 2002; Josse et al., 2004; Zhang
et al., 2008, 2011), which Josse et al. (2004) partly attributed
to the paucity of reliable observational data. A summary of
simulated radon seasonal cycles at Dumont d’Urville is presented
in Figure 17.
The models of Genthon and Armengaud (1995), Taguchi et al.
(2002), Josse et al. (2004), and Zhang et al. (2008) all produced
a Dumont d’Urville radon seasonal cycle with a strong winter
FIGURE 17 | Monthly mean simulated radon concentrations at Dumont
d’Urville for various years (see references for details).
maximum and summer minimum. The phase of this seasonal
cycle is completely opposite that of our observations at DDU
(Figure 8C), but is similar to that observed at Macquarie Island
(Figure 4C). With the exception of Heimann et al. (1990) and
Zhang et al. (2011), similarities of the simulated seasonal cycle
at DDU with MI observations indicate that these models are
overestimating radon contributions at DDU that result from
synoptic transport within the MBL. The complete failure to
predict higher radon concentrations between November and
February by these models is most likely mainly attributable to the
fact that coastal radon sources in summer in Antarctica are not
accounted for (see Figures 8C, 9A,B). Lastly, part of the higher
observed radon concentration at DDU in January-February,
and the sustained higher concentration into March, is likely
attributable to the subsidence of tropospheric air containing
vestigial terrestrial influence within the past 3 weeks. The models
of Genthon and Armengaud (1995), Taguchi et al. (2002), Josse
et al. (2004), and Zhang et al. (2008) all appear to have missed
this contribution.
By comparison, Zhang et al. (2011) predict higher radon
concentrations year round at DDU than the other models,
and also at Mawson (not shown). However, the magnitude
of these values compares reasonably well with oceanic radon
concentrations in the lower parts of Southern Ocean observed by
the RV Investigator (55–70 mBq m−3; Figure 2A), and median
radon concentrations reported at KSG (50–70 mBq m−3). This
similarity indicates that the Schery and Huang (2004) oceanic
radon flux parameterisation used by Zhang et al. (2011) provides
representative oceanic MBL radon values in that region of the
Southern Ocean. The overestimation of radon concentrations in
the winter months compared to observations at DDU and NM is
likely due to a combination of (i) a slight underestimation of the
observed radon concentrations by the HRMs at DDU and NM
(see Sections “Sites and Equipment” and “Coastal Antarctica”),
and (ii) an underestimation in the model of how much of the
oceanic radon source function is “turned off” by the extensive
winter ice sheet.
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The amplitude of the seasonal radon cycle predicted by
the Zhang et al. (2011) model (∼4 mBq m−3 at Dumont
d’Urville, ∼15 mBq m−3 at Mawson) was, however, very low
compared to observed values. The majority of this difference
is likely attributable to a lack of consideration given to local
Antarctic radon sources in the model (Evangelista and Pereira,
2002; Burton-Johnson et al., 2016; Chambers et al., 2017).
Uniquely among the models compared here, the Zhang et al.
(2011) seasonality predicts an autumn maximum concentration
at Dumont d’Urville and a summer maximum at Mawson.
Given that no account was made in these simulations for coastal
Antarctic radon sources, this shift in phase of the radon seasonal
cycle compared to the other models may indicate a more accurate
representation of either the amount of continental air that is
being injected to the mid-latitude troposphere, or the rate at
which this air is subsequently traveling poleward.
CONCLUSION
We have discussed remote terrestrial influences on the boundary
layer air masses over the Southern Ocean and Antarctica,
as well as the mechanisms by which they arise, using
continuous atmospheric radon (222Rn) measurements as a proxy.
A composite of 5 Southern Ocean transects by the RV Investigator
were used to provide a late-summer cross-sectional ‘snapshot’ of
terrestrial influence in the marine boundary layer. These voyages
provided considerable insight to tropospheric subsidence events
occurring in the vicinity of the circumpolar trough, and the
characteristics of outflow events that extend 100s of kilometers
from the Antarctic continent.
The radon seasonal cycle at Macquarie Island, in the mid-
Southern Ocean, was characterized by a summer minimum,
winter maximum, and mean amplitude of ∼100 mBq m−3.
Radon excursions beyond the 50 mBq m−3 marine background
value were attributable to synoptic transport of continental air
within the MBL. At King Sejong, in the sub-Antarctic, the radon
seasonal cycle was bimodal with peaks in autumn and spring.
Here radon excursions above background levels were contributed
to by a combination of synoptic transport from South America,
local radon sources, and subsidence of terrestrially influenced
tropospheric air. Radon seasonal cycles at Dumont d’Urville
and Neumayer Stations were dominated by local sources and
tropospheric subsidence events, while that at Jang Bogo was
primarily driven by local emissions. At Dome Concordia, far
removed from coastal sources at 3,233 m a.s.l. on the Antarctic
Plateau, the radon seasonal cycle was dominated by tropospheric
subsidence events.
Separation of long-term marine and katabatic flow air masses
was performed using a technique involving absolute humidity
observations recently developed by Chambers et al. (2017).
At Dumont d’Urville, this technique revealed monthly mean
differences in ozone concentrations of around 5 ppbv in
summer and 1 ppbv in winter. Averaged over a whole summer,
concentrations of GEM were 0.03 ng m−3 lower in air masses
that had recently subsided and traveled to the station from the
Antarctic Plateau than in air masses of recent marine origin.
A comparison of our observations with simulated Antarctic
radon seasonal cycles indicated that: (i) some models
overestimate synoptic transport to Antarctica in the MBL,
(ii) seasonality of the Antarctic ice sheet needs to be better
represented, (iii) coastal Antarctic radon sources need to be
taken into account, and (iv) the underestimation of radon in
subsiding tropospheric air needs to be investigated.
The main purpose of this study was to bring together,
and demonstrate the value of, seasonal high-sensitivity, high
temporal resolution atmospheric radon observations from a
number of contrasting locations in a growing network of
Southern Ocean and Antarctic radon monitoring sites. By clearly
demonstrating the cross-disciplinary benefits of an unambiguous
indicator of terrestrial influence (or ‘potential pollution’) on
MBL air masses throughout the Southern Ocean and coastal
Antarctic regions, we hope to promote awareness, and encourage
greater use of these datasets throughout the environmental
research community. To assist with the interpretation of ongoing
measurement programs, and continually improve the predictive
ability of global models, every effort should be made to continue
radon monitoring at existing stations, with a view to eventually
making atmospheric radon observations a standard research
measurement tool. However, given the low concentrations of
radon typically present in remote Southern Ocean and Antarctic
environments, and the range of measurement techniques and
capabilities of contemporary detectors, further research in this
field would greatly benefit from a detector inter-comparison
campaign that specifically targeted concentrations approaching
instrument detection limits.
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